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In the month of November, non-profit organisation
Oxfam International conducted a “Link and Learn
Project” where it invited implementers of its Water,
Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH) programme from
across the globe to a two-day tour around sites where
the projects are being implemented in KwaZulu-Natal.
The purpose of the tour was for implementing agents
to meet, share and compare WASH practices,
ultimately learning from each other. The visitors were
divided into two groups which were taken on
concurrent trips during the two days. WASH is aimed
at ensuring that rural communities have adequate
access to water and sanitation whilst also being
hygiene conscious.

OXFAM PARTNERS
“WASH” UP THEIR RURAL
COMMUNITY PROJECTS

ABOVE: The Sizanani Co-operative are part of the
Abalimi Phambili Programme, and were visited
during the Oxfam WASH Tour.

Lima and four KwaZulu-Natal based non-governmental organisations have adapted aspects of WASH into their
existing community development projects. Lima has four WASH sites in Ladysmith which it identified in partnership
with Oxfam Australia. These are in communities where access to clean water for sanitation and crop production is
scarce. Among these communities are orphans, crèches, old age homes and people living with HIV. Here, the
organisation’s Engineering Department has worked with vegetable farming co-operatives, assisting with the
construction of fencing around the garden premises and with the installation of water infrastructure for sanitation and
crop production.
In partnership with Save the Children South Africa (SA), Lima’s engineering team is also committed to build a
child-friendly toilet in Dumisa Early Childhood Development (ECD) Centre in Umzinto. At this stage, the Lima team
has presented a few designs of possible toilet systems suitable for an area without easy access to running water.
After reviews, the ECD practitioners at the Centre will then decide which system to have installed.

ABOVE: Lima and Save the Children SA staff with visiting WASH Tour
implementers and ECD practitioners at Dumisa ECD Centre in Umzinto.

Using WASH principles, Lima plans to
improve access to water and food for
orphans and marginalised communities;
provide infrastructure that will provide
communities with an opportunity to grow
their own food and generate an income
from surplus produce as well as provide
education and training that will empower
the lives of these identified community
members.
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OXFAM IN SOUTH AFRICA

DIGITAL INFLUENCING FOR THE GREATER GOOD

Oxfam in South Africa invited its programme partners to attend a joint digital influencing learning event, titled
ACCESS, in Durban during the month of November. Lima’s marketing and communications team attended the event
in order to engage with other stakeholders on the solutions available to bring about social change through digital
platforms and social media.
It is commonly recognised that social media and other digital tools now present more opportunities for civil society to
influence stakeholders such as local communities, the general public, other civil society organisations and
government; it is an opportune time to develop our learning and skills around digital influencing.
Allan Moolman, Country Director of Oxfam in South Africa, explained how the digital age is driving a new approach
to all aspects of development work, from the selection to the delivery of campaigns, the distribution of information,
monitoring of programmes and the sharing of learning.
The critical feature of this is the use of digital technology to enable people to move to the centre of decision making.
As the tools available to create this engagement become more freely available and people become increasingly
connected to digital media and technology, this space offers an ever increasing opportunity for civil society
organisations to advance their work more rapidly and efficiently.
Lima explored various methods of increasing awareness around possible future campaigns aimed at our
stakeholders, communities, staff and general public. With deepest gratitude towards Oxfam, the upcoming year at
Lima promises to introduce dynamic and empowering campaigns aimed at increasing respect and dignity towards
the rural poor, as their wealthy attributes often go unnoticed.

ABOVE LEFT: Oxfam’s programme partners that
participated in the joint Digital Influencing Learning
Event held in Durban.

ABOVE RIGHT: Allan Moolman, Country Director of Oxfam
SA, emphasised the importance of collaboration and clear
communication between NGO’s, Civil Society & Government.
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AGRICULTURAL TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS
TO BE DRIVEN BY UPPER MIDLANDS ROLE-PLAYERS

In October 2014, the Upper Midlands Agricultural Transformation Initiative (UMATI), a non-profit organisation
(NPO), was established by the Mooi-Mpofana, Nottingham and Kamberg agricultural associations to champion
transformation in the agricultural and tourism sectors, where commercial farmers are committed to mentor
emerging farmers and rural communities through facilitating socio-economic development initiatives.
This will be done through strategic institutional support of various transformation projects, infrastructural
development and education. UMATI has forged a partnership with Lima Rural Development Foundation, which
specialises in integrated rural development, and is supported by Mpofana Local Municipality and Kwanalu.
On the 29th and 30th November 2014, various projects within the Lower and Upper Midlands areas were visited by
the Honourable MEC for Agriculture and Rural Development (DARD) Cyril Xaba. The two-day tour enabled UMATI
to showcase some of the potential initiatives that require technical and financial support.
Grateful for the exposure, the MEC expressed that UMATI and DARD would have to work together in
commercialising agriculture. He said, “My dream is to promote [an] inclusive agricultural sector and ensure that all
role players are committed to this process…everyone should ensure that this vision succeeds. If it fails, we will all
fail.”
His department is committed to engage with the commercial and emerging farmers in order to grow the agricultural
sector. Throughout the tour, he strongly emphasised that communities which acquired land through land reform
programmes such as the Middelrus farms must learn to separate land ownership from the business.
“I am going to be intolerant to have land that is lying fallow and being unproductive,” he stressed.
Clear value chain of agricultural produce, agro-processing and linkages with the exporting market would have to be
explored. He further committed his Acting HOD Jabu Majola, Chief Director Theo van Rooyen and District Director
of Pietermaritzburg Daya Chetty to engage with UMATI as soon as possible in order to develop an action plan to
address the challenges being experienced in this area.
UMATI appreciated the MEC’s commitment and intended support, although it acknowledged that the proposed
initiatives are not going to succeed overnight as plenty funds will need to be injected.

ABOVE: (L-R) Richard Bates, member of UMATI; James Kean, member of UMATI; Honourable Cyril Xaba, KZN MEC for
Agriculture and Rural Development; Futhi Sibeko, Director at Lima Rural Development Foundation; Graham Armstrong,
member of UMATI and Duncan Stewart, Managing Director of Lima Rural Development Foundation.
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GOLD ONE
GREENHOUSE THRIVING WITH TOMATO PRODUCTION

Business for Micosa Agricultural Co-operative
is thriving, this is shortly after this registered
co-operative from Port St Johns (Eastern
Cape) recently received two greenhouses and
an irrigation scheme in October 2013, which
was funded by Gold One (Sibanye Gold) and
project managed by Lima.

ABOVE: Micosa Agricultural Co-operative members, (from left),
Nomazi Zembe, Bongiwe Mngamle and Ntombovuyo Mbukuqwa
proudly hold some of the freshly picked tomatoes they have
been producing in the Greenhouse.

Brighton Shumba, Agricultural Engineer at
Lima, explained that this co-operative forms
part of the Social Labour Plan (SLP)
Programme, which aims to contribute to the
socio-economic development of operational
mining areas, as well as the areas from which
the majority of the labour is sourced.

The overall objective of the project was to increase food security, market driven employment and infrastructural
management services for the Micosa Agricultural Co-operative.
The two greenhouses that were constructed for Micosa, are currently being used for tomato production. In terms of
production, tomatoes have reached maturity stage and the beneficiaries have already started harvesting these for
sale. Overall, this development has resulted in an increase in crop yield, improved quality of produce and, hence
increased income generation for the co-operative.
Apart from the agricultural training sessions on vegetable production that Micosa have received, the total
co-operative of 5 members have also benefited from the training provided on business and financial skills. They have
already started applying these skills on their enterprise, including managing their new bank account where they
monitor all their sales and expenses.
In addition to that, all the project members have been provided with
green house maintenance and management training sessions. In other
words, the project members have been capacitated to manage and run
the greenhouses.
Moreover the initiative has seen the creation of local job opportunities
with additional locals being hired to do various tasks of harvesting;
cleaning and looking after the crops, thus fulfilling the vision of SLP to
reduce the unemployment rate of areas affected by mining.

MICOSA AGRICULTURAL CO-OPERATIVE
IS PROUDLY FUNDED BY:

RIGHT: Brighton Shumba, Agricultural
Engineer at Lima, is the project manager for
this co-operative and is very pleased with
the quality of tomatoes being produced.
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SETTLEMENT SUPPORT UNIT
MKAMBATHI LAND TRUST: OUR LAND, OUR FUTURE

In 2012, Lima’s Settlement Support Unit (SSU) was appointed by the Vumelana Advisory Fund to assist the
Mkambathi Land Trust in the Eastern Cape, to formulate an investor mobilisation process at the Mkhambathi Nature
Reserve.
The Mkambathi Land Trust (MLT), which was established in June 2004, is a representative body of seven claimant
communities that were dispossessed of their land in north eastern Pondoland in the Eastern Cape as from 1920. In
1994 the communities lodged a claim for the restitution of their land rights over the Mkambathi Nature Reserve and
the 4000ha adjacent land area. The claim was eventually awarded to the MLT in 2004.
The Reserve covers an area of 7720ha and is part of the Pondoland Centre of Endemism, one of 235 sites identified
world-wide as having important global diversity. The area is thus proclaimed as a Nature Reserve and although now
owned by the MLT, it is co-managed by the Trust and the Eastern Cape Parks and Tourism Agency (ECPTA) and
will remain a protected area in perpetuity.
The ECPTA and the MLT approached the Vumelana Advisory Fund in 2012 for support in the development of tourism opportunities by using a community public private partnership (CPPP) approach. The Settlement Support Unit
(SSU) was appointed to drive the implementation process which consists of investor mobilisation, deal structuring
and community facilitation.
Emile de Kock, SSU Manager, explains that the CPPP model is an investment driven vehicle used by the Unit
for rural development and local economic development. Direct investment is inherent in this model and thus a
range of local, sectoral and national benefits flow from the implementation of this partnership based contractual
arrangements.
In 2013 the team concluded Phase 1, with the MLT and ECPTA entering into a long term agreement with Mkambathi
Matters (Pty) Ltd for the development of tourism infrastructure and facilities in the northern section of the Reserve at
Gwegwe-Riverside and at North Beach.
A second phase of investor mobilisation is currently in process, with the MLT and ECPTA having identified the
opportunity to develop tourism infrastructure and facilities at the Main Camp – Msikaba Estuary Precinct, which is
located in the southern section of the Reserve. 2015 will host an array of opportunities for the Trust to focus on
improving their administration and governance practices.

ABOVE BOTTOM: (L-R) Danile Wellington Tonga (Deputy Secretary), Vumile Wilbert Mbane (Secretary), Victoria Ngeyane
(Deputy Secretary), Kholekile Cornelius Qalaba (Chairperson), Nomava Zweni (Admin Clerk).
ABOVE TOP: (L-R) Bhoyi Ntozimandi Sikhondza (Deputy Chairperson), Imraan Lockhat (Auditor), Earnest Makhosi
(Bookkeeper) and Emile de Kock (Settlement Support Unit Manager from Lima).
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ECONOMIC LINKAGES WITH DSD AND SASSA

MEET THE ECONOMIC LINKAGES TEAM

ABOVE LEFT: (L-R) Sithokozo Cele
(EC Pilot Manager), Nokulunga
Ngobese (KZN Pilot Manager), Lisa
Del Grande (Lima Pilot Project
Manager), Zanele Ntimbane and
Lindiwe Khumalo (Economic Linkage
Facilitators) and Phumelele Ngcobo
(Gauteng Pilot Manager).
Economic Linkage Facilitators:
ABOVE RIGHT: (L-R) Ziyanda Ntantiso,
Lily Mdedelwa and Sipho Mtakati.
BOTTOM LEFT: Baitse Xheko
BOTTOM RIGHT: Shamiso Chideme

LINKING THE POOR TO ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES

The Department of Social Development (DSD) and South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) pilot project
which is testing whether a government facilitation type service can help link the unemployed in poor households to
economic opportunities, is steadily building up momentum.
A dedicated team from Lima, the implementing agent contracted by DSD and SASSA, has, since the beginning of
2014, been executing the pilot in three identified provinces: Gauteng (Mamelodi and Bronkhorstspruit), KwaZuluNatal (Richmond and Msunduzi) and Eastern Cape (Queenstown and Keiskammahoek).
Lima’s role is to contact and verify all poor households (with a monthly income of less than R418 per person per
household per month) on the database supplied by DSD.
Thereafter verification, an endeavour to link the sampled individuals to economic opportunities such as social
assistance, building assets, building capabilities, labour activation programmes and work placements.
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As of the end of November, 366 individuals have been linked to support and opportunities (including career
development guidance) across 6 pilot sites and partnerships have been created with government and private sector.
Economic linkages facilitators also take pleasure in knowing that they have helped stimulate individuals in the
sample to start thinking about their future, as some initially had low morale. After being contacted by the pilot staff,
others have taken the initiative to enrol for courses in nearby institutions. Also reassuring to the team is the
consistent cooperation and appreciation of clients.
At a recent workshop with project stakeholders, where the progress of the programme was reviewed, Portia Kekana
and John Tsalamandris, of the national DSD and SASSA respectively, expressed gratitude for Lima’s efforts and
achievements, remaining positive that greater accomplishments will be seen in the remaining six months of
implementation.

TOP RIGHT: (L-R) Lisa Del Grande (Lima Pilot Project Manager), John Tsalamandris (Senior Manager of Stakeholder
Management and Special projects from SASSA), Nontobeko Lubisi (Deputy Director of Employment Assistance at the
Department of Social Development), Nokulunga Ngobese (Lima KZN Province Pilot Manager), Portia Kekana (Director of
Employment Assistance from the Department of Social Development).
BOTTOM RIGHT: (L-R) Zanele Ntimbane (Lima Economic Linkages Facilitator in Richmond), Stihokozo Cele (Lima
Eastern Cape Province Pilot Manager), Phumelele Ngcobo (Lima Gauteng Province Pilot Manager) and Lindiwe Khumalo
(Lima Economic Linkages Facilitator in Msunduzi).
.

THIS PROJECT IS A PROUD PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN:
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AFRICAN HONEY BEE
GRADUATES JOIN THE HIVE OF ECONOMIC UPLIFTMENT

ABOVE: Elias Mavuso AHB's senior beekeeper & others
demonstrate an apiary inspection in a Sappi plantation.

ABOVE: Raymond Phetolo Mashego, one of fifty, proudly
graduates as a bee-keeper.

The fifty bee-keepers who graduated at African Honey Bee (AHB) at the end of November 2014, can look forward to
benefitting from an increased demand for raw honey due to the global shortage of raw honey bee products
currently being produced.
AHB uses a micro-franchise model that allows bee-keepers to earn R30,00 per kilogram for their raw and
fairly-traded honey. With an average yield of 20kg per year, a beekeeper can earn R600 per hive.
Lima was granted funding a year ago by the ABSA Foundation, with co-funding from IDC, to equip these fifty
unemployed graduates with (between the ages of 17 and 38 from Bushbuckridge, Mpumalanga) with enterprise
skills. Lima commissioned its beekeeper partner AHB to implement the project. Each of the fifty beekeepers who
graduated received various additional training in vegetable gardening, small scale poultry farming and business
management. AHB is grateful to its partner organisations, including Lima, that share a passion for rural development
on a sustainable, self-sustaining basis, and who have generously provided the bee-keepers with training sessions
and support to enable disadvantaged rural families to benefit from the natural resources available on their doorstep.
Many of these poor communities in Bushbuckridge have access to prime beekeeping natural resources, and the
goal is to link these small scale beekeepers to the global markets. By linking these producers to effective
markets, new businesses are formed, permanent employment is created and generally communities are lifted
out of poverty and into the hive of economic upliftment. To support the project you can order honey on the website
www.africanhoneybee.co.za

ABOVE LEFT: Ntsoaki Chuene, Lima Facilitator, demonstrates
to the beekeepers, how a tower garden should be made.

ABOVE RIGHT: Partners Makutu makes an average net
profit of R1400 per month from his chicken tractor.
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SERVICES SETA ACCREDITED TRAINING UNIT
In January this year, Lima was granted provisional accreditation by Services SETA (accreditation number 2114) to
become a training service provider in New Venture Creation Linked Unit Standards. This saw the establishment of a
training unit which consists of two of the organisation’s existing staff: Nondyebo Tyali and Kwazi Mbhele.
The accreditation enables the Unit to conduct trainings in the following unit standards:


Planning and preparing meeting communication



Developing business plan for a small business



Using mathematics to investigate and monitor financial aspects and community life



Demonstrating the ability to start and run a business and adapt to a change in business environment



Working with numbers in various contexts



Preparing and processing documents for financial and banking processes

The training sessions are open to co-operatives (in any field), farmers, government and private sector departments,
NGOs, NPOs and CBOs from NQF levels 1 to 4, at a quoted fee. These could benefit aspirant small business
owners, co-operatives and those wishing to start other types of projects, in the form of business skills. The duration of
the training sessions are mostly three days and participants receive certificates of competency accredited by Services
SETA upon completion.
As part of an employee skills development, Mbhele and another Lima employee Sakhile Mzimela were trained by
Lima to be qualified assessors and facilitators. They have being awarded certificates for facilitation and will be
granted ones for assessing soon. Now a qualified facilitator, Mbhele trained five Abalimi Phambili Project (APP)
facilitators over three days in August in the area of preparing and processing documents for financial and banking
processes.
The purpose of the training was so the facilitators could in turn impart the knowledge to APP beneficiaries. This
training session was seen to be essential in that most farmers or co-operatives struggle with record-keeping and
basic financial management of their businesses. According to Tyali, the Unit's Head, training sessions are currently
not being conducted as frequently as expected, however, she is hopeful that with continued marketing of the Unit and
more trainings conducted, Lima will get full accreditation, becoming a full-time training service provider.

ABOVE: Kwazi Mbhele (first from left) training Lima staff working on the Abalimi Phambili Project. Also present
during the training session was the Head of the Services SETA Training Unit Nondyebo Tyali (first from right).
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WORLD FOOD DAY IN PORT ST JOHNS
In commemoration of World Food Day in October this
year, WesBank together with the Wild Coast Farm and
Forest (WCFF), a non-governmental organisation (NGO)
in Port St Johns, held a food security training day focusing
on crucial farming techniques and basic cooking skills for
the people of Lundini village.
The training session was facilitated by Lima Agricultural
facilitator Fundiswa Molefe, who headed it alongside three
staff members of Mahlathini Organics, an NGO based in
Pietermaritzburg which partners in all WesBank training.
ABOVE: Agricultural Facilitator Fundiswa Molefe
teaching Lundini villagers about good natural
pesticides such as Marigold during the World Food
Day event in Port St Johns.

Lundini village is a beneficiary of a Wesbank funded
Farmer Support and Livelihoods Programme which is
implemented by WCFF in the area targeting food security
at individual homesteads.

The event opened with a short ceremony which delegates from the Eastern Cape Department of Agriculture and Rural
Development, the ward councillor and staff of the WCFF attended. The various speakers during this segment were all
of the view that home gardens can play a significant role in alleviating poverty and thus encouraged the community
members to consume as much information from the training as possible in order to put some of the lessons learnt into
practice in their own gardens.
Attendees were divided into four groups, rotating around four training stations. They were taught on how to conduct
soil assessments and fertilise their soil prior to and post planting, the kinds of crops that are well-suited to be planted
simultaneously as well as the correct method of spacing holes and rows when planting. They were also taught about
essential natural pesticides such as marigold and mint and were shown a quick and easy way to produce their own
pesticide using basic household ingredients.
There was a video screening in one station showing the different ways to prepare traditional foods as well as how to
make tasty dishes, fusing traditional cooking methods with those of the western culture. The latter was then
demonstrated at another station where the community could now witness and taste some of the dishes watched during
the video screening.
World Food Day is recognised worldwide as a form of solidarity against world hunger. This year’s theme, Family
farming: feeding the world, caring for the Earth, focused on the importance and life-changing role of farming in the lives
of ordinary citizens, especially those from rural areas. Family farming is seen as a starting point in eradicating hunger
as it ensures food security, while also improving the livelihood of the poor. The training at Lundini village was thus
well-fitted with this theme.
RIGHT: After being taught a day prior to the World Food
Day event, a community member shows others how to
test the fertility of soil through a simple assessment.
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HILTON ARTS FESTIVAL
THE POTTERY COLLECTIVE GET EXPOSURE AT FESTIVAL

The Pottery Collective, the group of potters from KwaZulu-Natal (KZN) who were identified and brought together by
Lima, made waves at the Witness Hilton Arts Festival in September, raking in a total of R9 000.
Lima worked together with the Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and the Department of Rural
Development and Land Reform (DRDLR), as part of an enterprise development project, to identify and curate
artworks of up and coming potters in the KZN region. From these artists, Lima helped form The Pottery Collective
which was then entered into and selected to exhibit at the arts festival among other artists of various genres.
The group comprises women from Muden, Keats Drift, Tugela Ferry in Msinga and the Magwaza area in Nkandla, as
well as post graduate ceramic students from the centre for visual arts at the University of KwaZulu-Natal. The Pottery
Collective produces impeccably crafted artworks sporting various design styles and techniques which are symbolic of
the members’ individual taste and ethnicity.
The involvement of the group at the festival was financed by DBSA, with an overall vision of creating a better future
for rural women. The arts festival is an annual event which provides a platform for various artists to present their
artworks, in order to increase their exposure to enterprise development in the sector of arts and culture within the KZN
region. The Festival took place over four days at the Hilton College.

ABOVE: (L-R) Daliwe Magwaza and Phumelele Mthalane, of
the Pottery Collective, at their stand at the Hilton Arts Festival.

ABOVE: Anita Dlamini, Arts and Craft Facilitator at Lima
(middle) has been supporting The Pottery Collective.
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CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
PRICELESS CHRISTMAS FUN AT NHLOSOKUHLE CRECHE

Christmas month is upon us yet again and what better way to enjoy this special period than to put smiles on little
children’s faces!
As in previous years, Lima heeded this call by adopting the Santa Shoebox initiative, which encourages citizens to
give to children who are less fortunate a reason to smile during the festive season. The shoebox initiative entails
pledgers getting a normal shoebox and filling it with toothpaste, a toothbrush, face towel, bar of soap, clothing item,
sweets, educational material and a toy.
Lima staff, the Wesley Methodist Church, NCF Church and a few Lima Facebook fans, surfaced their benevolent
sides, pledging boxes for 30 children at the organisation’s usual beneficiary, Nhlosokuhle Crèche in Snathing,
Pietermaritzburg. The general Pietermaritzburg public also jumped at the chance to support this initiative, with some
even donating clothing and sweet packs.
The shoeboxes as well as food and beverages were distributed at the crèche on Friday, the 5th December. The
distribution coincided with a graduation ceremony for 11 of the crèche’s attendees.
Lima extends a heartfelt thanks to everyone who supported including, Celma Croudace of Msunduzi Municipality for
filling a shoebox for Nomathemba Ngubane, the founder of the crèche and SMG Pietermaritzburg for donating sweet
packs. Special thanks also go to Karin Agnew, Lisa Del Grande and Ntombifuthi Sibeko for donating clothes and toys.

ABOVE: The distribution coincided with a
graduation ceremony, funded by Lima, for
eleven of the crèche’s attendees.

ABOVE: (L-R) Ayanda (Lima), Nomathemba (Crèche
Teacher), Karin and Sisay (SMG), Lindiwe and Nontokozo
(Lima) all attended the Christmas party at the crèche.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
LIMA AWARDED R6 MILLION TOWARDS MENTORSHIP

The Mpumalanga Department of Agriculture, Rural Development and Land Environmental Affairs has awarded Lima
R 6 million over a period of two years, with R1.8 million towards Sugar Mentorship as well as R3.9 million towards
Vegetable Mentorship.
The sizeable contribution for Vegetable Mentorship will be an excellent boost towards Lima’s Farmer Support
Programme, providing four identified irrigation schemes and one farmer services co-operative, with further
mentorship in the Bushbuckridge Municipality.
The funding towards Sugar Mentorship will support four land reform entities, consisting of two trusts, one CPA and a
Pty Ltd. company, in the Nkomazi area of Mpumalanga. Lima will be able to provide capacity building and training
sessions to all these identified farmers, as well as mentorship, linkages to markets and institutional development.

LEFT: Mpumalanga Provincial Manager,
Andrew Cochrane, providing the Mhlaba
Trust mentees with farm planning mentorship.
Mrs Hellen Masilela (left) is the Trust
chairperson and Mr Ambrose Khoza
(standing) is a trustee, with Mr Mathebula
(obscured) who is the field supervisor.
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